
Hexapoda Chimera Games
Tuesday April 19th
11:00am-3:00pm
Bio Sciences 526

No need to sign up just show up!
*Grifton Students: Email photos of chimeras to lundclub@gmail.com, subject

CHIMERA_YOUR_NAME, include category to submit chimera in body of email by 3pm on
4/19!

Overview: The Hexapoda Chimera Games is a contest to appreciate the creativity of
the participants in creating interordinal specimens: one representing the most realistic
interordinal chimera, and another for the most mythical interordinal chimera. Each
person participating will receive at least 2 pinned specimens (this number can increase
to 6 or more depending on participation). Each participant can submit one specimen to
each category (one for most realistic, and one for most mythical).

Awards: there will be one graduate winner and one undergraduate winner for each
category.

You must be present at the beginning of the event to participate.

Equipment:

● Forceps
● Insect pins
● Adhesive
● Paper

Rules:

1. Chimera must be made of at least 2 different orders
2. Can include non insect arthropods
3. You can bring outside organisms
4. No artificial components (only naturally occurring body parts
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Judging sheet for “Most Realistic”Category
Specimen #:___

1 2 3 4 5

Body follows the basic physical structure of an insect
(head, thorax, abdomen, three pairs of legs,
antennae?)

Size proportion is coherent for all body parts

Appendages are attached almost seamlessly

Specimen idea is creative (shows signs of
well-thought-out parts put together but inspires awe)

Total:_____

Judging sheet for “Most Fantastic”Category
Specimen #:___

1 2 3 4 5

Eye catching critter- Specimen was noticed quickly
for it’s striking appearance

Color palate-Specimen colors are pleasing to the eye

Impossible factor-Specimen shows extra appendages
or structures that makes them stand-out but can still
be defined as an insect

Specimen idea is creative (shows signs of
well-thought-out parts put together but inspires awe)

Total:_____




